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Kick-Ass is a super-fun, super-deep, super-cool game with super powers!
Each level has a unique art style and enemies to defeat. You'll need to

use your powers strategically in order to use your moves and be as
efficient as possible to beat the challenges. You'll unlock new moves and

combos as you defeat enemies, and can unlock extra features like
permanent invulnerability. You'll get an awesome soundtrack and learn
some cool fighting techniques along the way. To start the game, all you

need is a Wii Remote and Motion Plus. Key Features: Hands-on (two-
player): Test your combat moves against a friend on the same screen!
Teamplay: Take down enemies together; punch, kick, jump, and combo
'em all! Power-up Moves: Unique moves you can use to get through the
game easier. Instant-Win: Unlock instant-win power-ups for extra points!
Perma-Invulnerable: Invulnerability from punches, kicks, and explosions

means game over for the enemy! Super-Stunts: Easy-to-use super powers
you can use in conjunction with your moves to beat enemies! You are Kick-

Ass! Using your awesome new kung-fu superhero skills, you’re going to
take revenge on the king of crime, Frank D’Amico, otherwise known as
The Joker. You’ve heard about the crime lord's evil plans, and it’s up to
you to stop him and his gang of brutal goons. In this tough and exciting

action game for the Wii, you’re going to have to work hard to save the city
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and become a superhero. With great graphics, awesome special effects
and realistic moves and animations, you’ll be running, flying, punching

and kicking like a real, over-the-top action hero. The game uses the same
“Point Blank” game engine as the popular EA games “Need for Speed:

Underground” and “Need for Speed: Most Wanted”. You’ll race against a
bunch of opponents in a variety of street based races and you can show

off your awesome moves in knockout-style stunts. Of course, you won't be
alone in the game, with plenty of cops trying to catch you for good. And

they don’t want you to be a superhero… they want you to be a
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WarpThrough Features Key:
Prepare for the wars, not a war itself!

Game Name:

- WarpanZ
2D/3D turn-based
Real time/conventional (auto attack)
Map guide for all moves
Basic units of marine artillery, infantry...
The very basics of battlefield use
Battle AI
Forge spells, wings and other useful items
Simulate battles like real war

Primary objective of the game:

Forge your warrior to be a mighty commander for the duration of the game

Key Game Requirements:

One desktop PC with a resolution of 1024x768 pixels and a graphics card with at least 128 MB of
RAM
No sound card and no speaker
During the first 2 minutes, as data is acquired, please wait..., after which no data will appear in the
game

Game Environment:

Meshes, walls, status, weapons, units with a healthy world
Tutorial instructions
Language: English
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Information:

Providing the best online games
Best on newgrounds.com
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